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A global framework aimed at realizing sustainable growth by encouraging companies/organizations to
exercise responsible and creative leadership and act as good members of society. It sets ten principles
related to protection of human rights, elimination of unfair labour, response to environmental issues, and
anti-corruption.

SCDOS

Stands for Supply Chain Design & Optimization Services and refers to the HTS Group’s supply chain
optimization services. They centrally manage and visualize customers’ various supply chain data to
support solving issues and strategy planning.

SSCV

Stands for Smart & Safety Connected Vehicle and refers to a transport digital platform that the HTS
Group develops and provides to realize “sustainable transportation services” and “zero-accident society.”
It consists of three solutions of SSCV-Smart (order management, vehicle assignment management, and
driving management), SSCV-Safety (safe driving management), and SSCV Vehicle (optimization of vehicle
management, failure prediction and preventive maintenance).

SWH

Stands for Smart Warehouse and refers to the HTS Group’s logistics center equipped with advanced
technologies to pursue efficiency and flexibility. The EC Platform Center in Kasukabe, Saitama Prefecture,
a shared automated warehouse for EC logistics, started operation in September 2019. We will combine
automation/labor-saving expertise with digital technologies to provide services standardized for each
industry in addition to EC industry.

TCFD

Stands for Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures. It recommends that companies, etc.
disclose relevant information on their climate change initiatives that could have financial impacts on
them under the four thematic areas of Governance, Strategy, Risk Management, and Metrics/Targets.

TEU

Stands for Twenty-Foot Equivalent Unit and refers to a unit of volume converted into the number of
20-foot-long marine containers.

TMS

Stands for Transportation Management System. It mainly consists of functions to support delivery
planning, movement management, and driving record management.

VAS

Stands for Value-Added Services and refers to the Company's logistics services and their peripheral
operations in the customers’ value chains of procurement/manufacturing/ shipping/sales/service.

VC activities

Stands for Value Change & Creation and refers to daily improvement activities to implement the HB
Way. Its aim is that “the Company continues to grow and employees find their work rewarding.” We are
establishing an improvement culture through “visualization of improvement activities” and “cultivation
of the culture of praise” such as exchanging ideas among employees under different themes and giving
awards to excellent cases.

WCS

Stands for Warehouse Control System, which is an automated control system to operate automated/laborsaving equipment at logistics centers.

WMS

Stands for Warehouse Management System. It manages processes from receiving products in a
warehouse to shipping them with functions such as management of receipt/inventory/shipment/
operational progress/inventory, and preparation of slips.

2024 problem

Collectively refers to various issues that might arise in the transport/logistics industry as a result of the
application of the “upper limit of overtime allowed for automobile drivers” set by the working-stylereform-related bills effective April 1, 2024. In particular, truck drivers’ overtime will be limited to 960 hours
per year.

Milkrun

Transportation method whereby one truck visits bases of multiple suppliers to collect production parts
and deliver them to a production plant. It can not only improve transport efficiency and streamline
the management of shipment receiving process at production plants but also contribute to solving
environmental issues such as emissions of CO2 and air pollutants.

AGV

Stands for Automated Guided Vehicle. It is equipment that automatically drives and delivers pallets/roll
box pallets mainly in logistics centers and factories.

CDP

DX

An NGO established in 2000 and managed by a U.K. charitable organization, which runs the global
disclosure system for investors, companies, nations, regions, and cities to manage their environmental
impacts. It discloses information on global leading companies’ initiatives on a universal scale by gathering
information on CO2 emissions and climate change initiatives through questionnaires and analyzing/
scoring their responses, with an aim to improve engagement in environmental issues.
Refers to Digital Transformation. “The Guidelines for Promotion of Digital Transformations” by the Ministry
of Economy, Trade and Industry of Japan define DX as “a situation where a company deals with dramatic
changes in business environments, changes its products, services and business models so as to meet the
demands of customers and society by taking advantage of data and digital technologies and changes
its services per se, organizations, processes, corporate and business culture so that it can establish
competitive advantages.”

ERP

Stands for Enterprise Resource Planning. It is a system to enable sophisticated management by centrally
managing the corporates’ core functions such as “production,”“procurement,”“inventory,”“sales,” and
“accounting.”

GDP

Stands for Good Distribution Practice and refers to appropriate distribution standard for medical supplies
to ensure strict quality control. It is applied to the procurement, storage, and distribution processes
of medical supplies after they are shipped to the market until they reach pharmacies, pharmaceutical
distributors, and medical institutions.

RCS

Stands for Resource Control System, which is an integrated control system equipped with a work
execution function that gives instructions to each equipment and worker based on the information on
the operation status of the automated equipment and the work results of workers within the logistics
center.

Financial/Non-Financial Information

UN Global
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Foundation Supporting
Value Creation

Stands for Robotic Process Automation and refers to software robotics technology that automates
administrative work performed by a person using a personal computer. By registering operating
procedures in advance, RPA can operate and run multiple systems just like a person does.

Value Creation Achievements

RPA

Our Future

Multimodal transportation combining different transport modes such as railroad, truck, aircraft, and ship,
which enables to deliver cargoes in containers all the way to the final destination. Combining rail and
ocean transportation for the trunk line transport is also expected to reduce environmental load.

Our History

Intermodal
transportation

SCDOS, SSCV, and Smart Warehouse are registered trademarks of Hitachi Transport System, Ltd.

* Listed in Japanese or English alphabetical order
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